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In 1986 the first PCS-1000 Proofer Control System was built at the
request of a well known bakery in Baltimore, Maryland.  Although
improvements have been made to make the system even more user
friendly and flexible, the basic concept of eliminating the problems
associated with the wet/dry bulb method of measuring humidity in
a proof box is still at the heart of our system.

The PCS-1000 control system uses plug in, state of the art, solid
state components to make it the most accurate trouble free proof
box control system available anywhere.

Our V-1001-ST solid state sensor is actually two sensors in one.
Thin film capacitance and resistance sensors measure humidity and
temperature and are protected from flour dust and physical damage
by a porous teflon filter cap.  The protective cap allows air in but
keeps harmful elements out.  The sensor is extremely responsive
which you will see in just a few minutes.  The sensors are specially
oriented to operate in a vertical plane.  Please take special note of
this and be sure to install the sensor as described in step 3 under
installation instructions for best results.

Our controllers were specially selected and modified with software
options so that operators quickly become comfortable with the sys-
tem and so that the program cannot be modified unless you want to
do so.   The only setting the operator can change is the set point -
and only if you want them to change it!

All components plug in and are housed in a Nema 4X enclosure
with a see through door to keep flour dust and water out.
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The PCS-1000 system was specifically designed to control the en-
vironment in proof boxes and fermentation rooms and can be eas-
ily field modified to interface to your present equipment.  The
panel is pre-wired to control either solenoid valves or proportional
valves that are pneumatic or motor driven.  Your system is already
set up to operate per your instructions to us at the time of order, but
it can be field changed at any time.  Call us for details if the need
ever arises.

High and low alarms operate lamps on the front panel and provide
115 VAC power to  terminals for use in remote alarming or operat-
ing air conditioning in a fermentation room application.   During
hot summer months some customers use the high temperature
alarm to "dump" or exhaust excess hot air in the proof box.

The low alarm of the temperature controller is also wired through a
"humidity lock out relay" to prevent steam from being introduced
into the proof box until the temperature inside is within 15 ˚F of
the set point of the temperature controller.   For example, with a
temperature set point of 115 ˚F, the humidity controller will not
begin to operate until the temperature inside the box is up to 100
˚F.  This prevents condensation from forming inside the proof box.

Should you have the need to record the temperature and humidity
inside the proof box, the system is pre-wired to provide dual 4 to
20 milliamp outputs to a remote device such as a recorder or PLC.
Cooke Co.  has a two pen circular chart recorder available for this
purpose.  Request price and delivery on our model 7100 recorder.
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We've designed the PCS-1000 Proofer Control System after having
interviewed Bakery Owners, Engineers and Production Supervi-
sors around the country.   We've listened carefully and believe this
system fulfills the need for an accurate, reliable system that is eas-
ily retrofitted to your existing proof box.  We think you'll agree.

Please read the following installation and operating instruction
pages carefully.  Call us if you have any questions at all.
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Installation instructions for PCS-1000
Proofer Control Systems

Step 1    Unpacking & Checking it Out.

The PCS-1000 Proofer Control System is shipped pre-wired for
quick check out upon arrival. Open the see-thru door and the
swing-out inner door and make sure that all components are se-
cure.  Connect the #V-1001-ST sensor/transmitter to the pre-wired
#V-1002-C cable.  Plug the pre-wired line cord into a 120 VAC
receptacle and observe the readings on the two digital controllers.

Place your hand around or breathe on the white sensor cover at the
tip of the unit.  The change in humidity will be rapid.  The change
in temperature will be slower, as air movement is required for a
fast response.  You should see the readings on the controllers
change as you test the unit in this way.  When you are satisfied that
the system is reacting to changes in temperature and humidity, pro-
ceed to step two.

Step 2     Mounting the Control Enclosure.

Bolt the control enclosure to a suitable surface such as a wall or
bracket taking care not to twist the cabinet with too much torque.
If this happens, the inside door will not close properly as the enclo-
sure is out of square. Tighten bolts evenly and or shim the case
square and wire your permanent 120 VAC supply to the terminal
strip.
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Step 3    Installing the #V-1001-ST sensor / transmitter & cable.

Cut or drill a 1/2" round hole through the side of the return duct
(never the bottom) or through the wall of the proof box itself and
slide the sensor tube through the 1/2" opening.  Use the two sheet
metal screws provided to attach the head to the side of the duct.

There are two holes through the square sensor head assembly for
this purpose.  Always install the sensor horizontally and always
mount the unit so that the cable connection is facing downwards
towards the floor.  The sensors inside of the protective cap are spe-
cially oriented to operate in this position.

When installing the sensor in the duct work, placement of the sen-
sor should be well downstream from the point of entry of the return
air.  It is sometimes necessary to move the sensor around until the
best location is found.  For instance, if installing the sensor through
the side wall of the proof box, do not mount the sensor near the
door where an inrush of plant air will cause the readings to change
rapidly.  The sensor responds quickly to changes in the air and will
cause the controllers to take corrective action.

Plug the cable connector into the sensor/transmitter connector and
screw together.

Important Note:   Never expose the square sensor head assembly
on the end of the tube to excessive heat or humidity as this portion
of the assembly is not designed to be installed inside the duct of
the proof box.   Install the tube as far inside the box as practical
with a minimum insertion of 5 inches.
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Step 4    Observing Readings on Controllers.

Power up the control enclosure and observe the readings on the
controllers for a few days before wiring control outputs to your
valves.  This will give you a better idea of where to set the control
points.

Important Note:   Do not be alarmed if the reading on the humid-
ity controller does not agree with your old system.  The PCS-1000
reads in direct relative humidity, while your old system is probably
indicating a wet bulb value.  It is normal for the reading to be dif-
ferent.

Step 5    Changing Set Points.

To change the set point of either controller, push index on the front
keypad once.  SP1 will appear at the bottom half of the display and
the set point will be on the top half.  Use the up or down switch to
get to the new desired control point.  Then press enter immediately.
You have 5 seconds to press enter.  If you do not, you'll have to
start over.

Important Note:

    This system is equipped with a humidity lock out relay and is
pre-programmed so that steam (humidity) will not be introduced to
the proof box until the temperature inside the proof box has risen
to within 15 ˚F of SP1 (set point 1) of the temperature controller.
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Example:  If SP1 (set point 1) on the temperature controller is set
at 115 ˚F, the output from the humidity controller will be "locked
out" until the box reachs 100 ˚F. You can observe this by watching
the lights on the front panel.  The purpose of this feature is to pre-
vent condensation from occurring inside of a cold box on start up.

STOP.
If you have purchased the MA (milliamp) output control sys-
tem go to page 11 to continue the instructions, otherwise con-
tinue with the relay output instructions below.

Step 6    Installing the snubbers.

Install a model 1006-RC snubber across the coil of each solenoid
valve you are controlling.  If you have two solenoids for the hu-
midity coil and one for the temperature coil then you will need a
total of three.  We normally supply two snubbers with the system
unless the customer specifies otherwise.

Step 7     Connecting the Control Outputs.

Connect the control ouputs to your solenoid valves from the termi-
nal strip inside the control panel using 16 gauge electrical wire.
Terminals 2 & 17 provide a 120 VAC signal for the temperature
solenoid valve.  Terminals 2 & 27 provide a 120 VAC signal for
the humidity solenoid valve.  A wiring diagram which follows
shows the proper terminals.

Skip to page 12.
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(continued from page 10)  (For "MA" milliamp output control
systems)

Step 6    Installing the I to P Convertors.

Install the two I to P  (current to pneumatic)  transducers as near
the valves as practical.  Any distance within 50 ft. is acceptable.
Hook up your filtered and regulated 20 PSI air supply to the trans-
ducers and wire the convertors to the main control panel in accor-
dance with the instruction booklet provided with the transducers.
As you can see from the wiring diagram insert in the center of this
manual, the milliamp output from the temperature controller comes
from  terminals 15(-) and 16(+).  The milliamp output from the
humidity controller comes from terminals 25(-) and 26(+).  When
properly piped and wired these transducers will convert the 4 to 20
MA signal from the temperature and humidity controllers to 3 to15
PSI at your steam valve.  The controllers are set up for reverse act-
ing operation.  As you approach the set point, the milliamp output
from the controller will decrease.  Please bear this in mind when
wiring the controllers to the I to P convertors.

Step 7     Connecting the Control Outputs.

As mentioned above in step 6, connect the control outputs to the
leads of the I to P convertors from the two sets of orange terminals
on the terminal strip inside the control panel using 18 gauge
twisted/shielded wire and observe for proper control operation.
The orange terminals 25(-) and 26(+) provide the output signal (4
to 20 milliamp) from the humidity controller and the orange termi-
nals 15(-) and 16(+) provide the output signal (4 to 20 milliamp)
from the temperature controller.  See the wiring diagram insert.
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Suggested spare parts for either PCS-1000 Proofer Control System:

1. One (1) model V-1001-ST sensor/transmitter
2. One (1) model 1007-PS Power Supply

Suggested spare parts for the R (relay) Control System:

3. One (1) model 1005-F-R (relay output) temperature
controller

4. One (1) model 1005-RH-R (relay output) humidity
controller

Suggested spare parts for the MA (milliamp) Control System:

3. One (1) model 1005-F-MA (milliamp output) temperature
controller

4. One (1) model 1005-RH-MA (milliamp output) humidity
controller

If you wish to connect a recorder or PLC to the system so that you
can record or monitor the temperature or humidity, see the recorder
installation section immediately following.

Congratulations!  You have just joined the growing number of sat-
isfied users of the "Cooke Proofer Control System".
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Connecting a Recorder or PLC

To connect the Cooke model 7100 recorder:

1.  Remove the jumpers from the blue terminals marked C1+ and
C1- and C2+ and C2- in the main control panel.

2.  Using a twisted shielded pair of 18-22 gauge instrument wire,
connect the pair between C1+ and C1- on the terminal strip and
terminals TB4 (1+) and TB4 (2-).  See figure 2-4 on page 13 and
figure 2-8 on page 15 of the recorder manual for wiring instruc-
tions.  Be sure to observe polarity or recorder will not read the
proper temperature.   This connection is for the temperature side
and works with the red pen.

3.  Using a twisted shielded pair of 18-22 gauge instrument wire,
connect the pair between C2+ and C2- on the terminal strip and
terminals TB5 (1+) and TB5 (2-).  See figure 2-4 on page 13 and
figure 2-8 on page 15 of the recorder manual for wiring instruc-
tions.  Be sure to observe polarity or recorder will not read proper
humidity.   This connection is for the humidity side and works with
the green pen.

4.  Connect a 120 VAC power source to terminals TB1 located in
top right corner of recorder's back panel and ground the recorder.
See figure 2-5 on page 14 of the recorder manual for proper con-
nections.
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Connecting your recorder or PLC:

The signals which are provided at the blue terminal sets mentioned
above correspond to the two 4-20 milliamp signals from the
V-1002-ST sensor/transmitter.  Your receiver (recorder, PLC, etc)
must be capable of accepting these two signals and should be
scaled to correspond to the same ranges.  0-160 ˚F for the tempera-
ture side and 0-100% Rh for the humidity side.
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Programming instructions for 1005-F-R relay output temperature
controller for driving solenoid valves.

Before you begin:  Read the Front Panel Presentation and the Se-
curity Switch information on pages 27-28.

 1) Remove instrument from housing and position jumper on
120V post.  Place unit into Set-up mode by placing Switch #1
in the on (up) position and Switches #2 & #3 in off (down)
position.

 2) Install instrument in its housing and plug into 120VAC.

You must follow these steps in this order:

 3) Continue to press index key until bottom half of display reads
dP.  Use increment or decrement key to position decimal
point to 1 place (tenths), then press enter.

 4) Index to Unit  display, increment or decrement to 1
and press enter.

 5) Index to SCAL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and
press enter.

 6) Index to SCAH display, increment or decrement to 160.0 and
press enter.  Allow unit to home by not touching keys for 5
seconds before setting next condition.

7) Index to SPL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and press
enter.

 8) Index to SPH display, increment or decrement to 160.0 and
press enter.

 9) Index to ALt  display, decrement to dE and press enter.
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10) Index to AL1  display, increment or decrement to -15.0 and
press enter.

11) Index to AL2  display, increment or decrement to +4.0 and
press enter.

12) Index to SP1 display, increment or decrement to 115.0 and
press enter.

13) Index to CY1 on bottom display and decrease top display
value until it reads Out 1 on bottom display and OnOf on top
display.  Press enter when it reads this condition and SP1d
will appear on bottom half of display.  The instrument's SP1d
condition should be set at the value of -2.0.  If not, do so and
press enter.

14) Remove instrument from housing, place unit in Security
Level 2.  (Switch #3 in on position, Switches #1, & #2 in off
position)

15) Re-install instrument into housing.
16) When instrument is properly programmed, the display should

be as follows as you index through:  ( see next page).
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1. 115.0  (Or whatever temperature you proof at)
SP 1

2. -15.0
AL 1

3. 2.0
AL2

4. OnOf
Out 1

5. 0.0
SPL

6. 160.0
SPH

7. rE
SP1A

8. 0 on
SP 1L

9. dE
ALt

10. rE
AL 1A

11. 0 on
AL 1L

12. On
AL 1F

13. OnOf
AL 1r

14. dir
AL2A

15. O on
AL2L

16. On
AL2F

17. OnOF
AL2r

18. 0.0
SCAL

19. 160.0
SCAH

20.     .
dP

21. On
OSUP

22.    1
Unit

23. OFF
1npt

24. 0.0
1nPC

25.    1
L25
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Programming instructions for 1005-RH-R relay output humidity
controller for driving solenoid valves.

Before you begin:  Read the Front Panel Presentation and the Se-
curity Switch information on pages 27-28.

 1) Remove instrument from housing and position jumper on
120V post.  Place unit into Set-up mode by placing Switch #1
in the on (up) position and Switches #2 & #3 in off (down)
position.

 2) Install instrument in its housing and plug into 120VAC.

You must follow these steps in this order:

 3) Continue to press index key until bottom half of display reads
dP.  Use increment or decrement key to position decimal
point to 1 place (tenths), then press enter.

 4) Index to Unit  display, increment or decrement to 0
and press enter.

 5) Index to SCAL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and
press enter.

 6) Index to SCAH display, increment or decrement to 100.0 and
press enter.  Allow unit to home by not touching keys for 5
seconds before setting next condition.

7) Index to SPL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and press
enter.

 8) Index to SPH display, increment or decrement to 100.0 and
press enter.

 9) Index to ALt  display, decrement to dE and press enter.
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10) Index to AL1  display, increment or decrement to -4.0 and
press enter.

11) Index to AL2  display, increment or decrement to +2.0 and
press enter.

12) Index to SP1 display, increment or decrement to 86.0 and
press enter.

13) Index to CY1 on bottom display and decrease top display
value until it reads OuT 1 on bottom display and OnOf on
top display.  Press enter when it reads this condition and SP1d
will appear on bottom half of display.  The instrument's SP1d
condition should be set at the value of -2.0.  If not, do so and
press enter.

14) Remove instrument from housing, place unit in Security
Level 2.  (Switch #3 in on position, Switches #1, & #2 in off
position)

15) Re-install instrument into housing.
16) When instrument is properly programmed, the display should

be as follows as you index through:  ( see next page).
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1. 86.0  (Or whatever humidity you proof at)
SP 1

2. -4.0
AL 1

3. 2.0
AL2

4. OnOf
Out 1

5. 0.0
SPL

6. 100.0
SPH

7. rE
SP1A

8. 0 on
SP 1L

9. dE
ALt

10. rE
AL 1A

11. 0 on
AL 1L

12. On
AL 1F

13. OnOF
AL 1r

14. dir
AL2A

15. O on
AL2L

16. On
AL2F

17. OnOF
AL2r

18. 0.0
SCAL

19. 100.0
SCAH

20.     .
dP

21. On
OSUP

22.    0
Unit

23. OFF
1npt

24. 0.0
1nPC

25.    1
L25
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Programming instructions for 1005-F-Ma milliamp output tem-
perature controller for driving I to P convertors or motor actuators.

Before you begin:  Read the Front Panel Presentation and the Se-
curity Switch information on pages 27-28.

 1) Remove instrument from housing and position jumper on
120V post.  Place unit into Set-up mode by placing Switch #1
in the on (up) position and Switches #2 & #3 in off (down)
position.

 2) Install instrument in its housing and plug into 120VAC.

You must follow these steps in this order:

 3) Continue to press index key until bottom half of display reads
dP.  Use increment or decrement key to position decimal
point to 1 place (tenths), then press enter.

 4) Index to Unit  display, increment or decrement to 1
and press enter.

 5) Index to SCAL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and
press enter.

 6) Index to SCAH display, increment or decrement to 160.0 and
press enter.  Allow unit to home by not touching keys for 5
seconds before setting next condition.

7) Index to SPL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and press
enter.

 8) Index to SPH display, increment or decrement to 160.0 and
press enter.

 9) Index to ALt  display, decrement to dE and press enter.
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10) Index to AL1  display, increment or decrement to -15.0 and
press enter.

11) Index to AL2  display, increment or decrement to +2.0 and
press enter.

12) Index to SP1 display, increment or decrement to 115.0 and
press enter.

13) Index to CY1 on bottom display and decrease top display
until it reads CP and press enter.

14) Index to OSUP display and increment to ON and press enter.
15) Index to S 10L display and increment to 20 and press enter.
16) Index to S 10H display and increment to 100 and press enter.
17) Index to LErn  display  and increment to Strt  and press enter.
18) Remove instrument from housing, place unit in Security

Level 2.  (Switch #3 in on position, Switches #1 & #2 in off
position)

19) Re-install instrument into housing.
20) When instrument is properly programmed, the display should

be as follows as you index through:  ( see next page).
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1. 115.0  (Or whatever temperature you proof at)
SP 1

2. -15.0
AL 1

3. 2.0
AL2

4. SELF
tuNE

5. Strt
LErn

6.      3
dFAC

7. CP
Out 1

8. 0.0
SPL

9. 160.0
SPH

10.   20
S 10L

11.  100
S 10H

12. rE
SP 1A

24. 160.0
SCAH

25.      .
dP

26. On
OSUP

27.    1
Unit

28. OFF
1nPt

29. 0.0
1nPC

30.    1
L25

13. 0 on
SP 1L

14. dE
ALt

15. rE
AL 1A

16. 0 on
AL 1L

17. On
AL 1F

18. OnOF
AL 1r

19. dir
AL2A

20. O on
AL2L

21. On
AL2F

22. OnOF
AL2r

23. 0.0
SCAL
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Programming instructions for 1005-RH-Ma milliamp output hu-
midity controller for driving I to P convertors or motor actuators.

Before you begin:  Read the Front Panel Presentation and the Se-
curity Switch information on pages 27-28.

 1) Remove instrument from housing and position jumper on
120V post.  Place unit into Set-up mode by placing Switch #1
in the on (up) position and Switches #2 & #3 in off (down)
position.

 2)   Install instrument in its housing and plug into 120VAC.

You must follow these steps in this order:

 3) Continue to press index key until bottom half of display reads
dP.  Use increment or decrement key to position decimal
point to 1 place (tenths), then press enter.

 4) Index to Unit  display, increment or decrement to 0
and press enter.

 5) Index to SCAL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and
press enter.

 6)   Index to SCAH display, increment or decrement to 100.0 and
press enter.  Allow unit to home by not touching keys for 5
seconds before setting next condition.

7) Index to SPL display, increment or decrement to 0.0 and press
enter.

 8) Index to SPH display, increment or decrement to 100.0 and
press enter.

 9)   Index to ALt  display, decrement to dE and press enter.
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10) Index to AL1  display, increment or decrement to -4.0 and
press enter.

11) Index to AL2  display, increment or decrement to +2.0 and
press enter.

12) Index to SP1 display, increment or decrement to 86.0 and
press enter.

13) Index to CY1 on bottom display and decrease top display
until it reads CP and press enter.

14) Index to OSUP display and increment to ON and press enter.
15) Index to LErn  display  and increment to Strt  and press enter.
16) Index to S 10L display and increment to 20 and press enter.
17) Index to S 10H display and increment to 100 and press enter.
18) Remove instrument from housing, place unit in Security

Level 2.  (Switch #3 in on position, Switches #1 & #2 in off
position)

19) Re-install instrument into housing.
20) When instrument is properly programmed, the display should

be as follows as you index through:  ( see next page).
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1. 86.0  (Or whatever humidity you proof at)
SP 1

2. -4.0
AL 1

3. 2.0
AL2

4. SELF
tuNE

5. Strt
LErn

6.      3
dFAC

7. CP
Out 1

8. 0.0
SPL

9. 100.0
SPH

10.   20
S 10L

11.  100
S 10H

12. rE
SP 1A

24. 100.0
SCAH

25.      .
dP

26. On
OSUP

27.    0
Unit

28. OFF
1nPt

29. 0.0
1nPC

30.    1
L25

13. 0 on
SP 1L

14. dE
ALt

15. rE
AL 1A

16. 0 on
AL 1L

17. On
AL 1F

18. OnOF
AL 1r

19. dir
AL2A

20. O on
AL2L

21. On
AL2F

22. OnOF
AL2r

23. 0.0
SCAL



The Security Switch
The security switch allows the user to limit the changes that may
be made while the control is in operation.  This will help prevent
unauthorized personnel from changing important settings.
The security switch allows three conditions to be selected.

1. Set-up: (Position #1)  Allows all programmable functions to
be viewed and changed.

2. Level 1: (Position #2) Allows changes to control set points,
alarm set points and cycle rate (if time proportioning).  The follow-
ing may be viewed, but not changed: output type, lowest set point
value, highest set point value, lowest output available (in percent),
highest output available (in percent) and T/C or RTD type.

3. Level 2:  (Position #3) Only set point 1 can be changed.  The
following may be viewed:  all control and alarm set points, cycle
rate (if time proportioning), output type, lowest and highest set
point value, lowest and highest output available (in percent) and T/
C or RTD type.

The security switch is located inside the controller.  It is set in se-
curity level 2  (Position #3) as shipped from the factory.  To change
the setting, remove the control from its housing as described under
"Removal from the Housing."  The switch is mounted on the right
hand side of the processor printed circuit board near the front of
the instrument.

Looking from the rear of the control, look between and upper and
lower PCBs to the right of the transformer.  The switch has three
slide actuators as shown on the next page:
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Select the slide actuator for the security condition desired.  With a
small screw driver move the selected slide actuator to the ON (up)
position.  Move the other slide actuators to the OFF (down) posi-
tion.  If two or more slide actuators are left in the ON position,
security will be set for the lowest position.  If all slide actuators are
left in the OFF position, FAIL LESE will appear on the display
upon power up.
See the section "Programming in the Set-up Mode" for further in-
structions for the Set-up Mode.

ON

1  2  3

SWITCH #1
SET-UP

SWITCH #3
LEVEL 2

SWITCH #2
LEVEL 1
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TROUBLESHOOTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PCS-1000 CONTROL SYSTEMS

DISPLAY

"UFL"  flashes

"UFL"  flashes

"OFL" flashes

"Area" appears
stationary on
bottom half
of display.

"Area" flashes

Check "SPL",
"SPH",
"SCAL",
"SCAH"
flashes.

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS

Loose or disconnected wire
somewhere between sensor
and control enclosure or
terminals RBW on terminal
strip and terminals 14 and
15 on the two controllers.

Fuse to power supply is
blown or power supply is
bad.

Sensor is saturated, faulty
or sensor has been installed
with conduit connection not
facing floor.

Controller terminal #16 is
loose or wire disconnected.

Controller is in an ambient
area that is too hot or too
cold for electronics in
instrument.

Controller improperly
programmed.

ACTION REQUIRED

Check or replace sensor cable.

Replace fuse with 1/8A Slo-Blo
or replace power supply if 12
VDC is not present at red & blue
wires leading from power supply.

Replace sensor and consult
Cooke Co.

To reset the unit: reconnect wire,
unplug control from housing and
plug back in.

Relocate control to another area.

Consult Cooke Co.
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DISPLAY

No display
appears on
controller.

Controller has
no output.

No output
from humidity
controller and
Green indica-
tor light will
not come on.

Controller
reads incor-
rectly.

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS

Fuse has blown.

Relay may have come loose
from socket inside control-
ler.

Low alarm on temperature
controller [humidity con-
troller will not function
unless proofer is within
15°F of SP1].

Controllers may have been
swapped (top for bottom)
(Temperature control is in
RH slot and vice versa)

Sensor is defective.

ACTION REQUIRED

Replace fuse.

Re-seat the relay or replace
controller.

Make sure proof box temperature
is no less than 15°F below SP1.

Check program in controller
against W.H. Cooke's factory
settings.

Swap out with spare sensor or
with unit in another proof box to
verify problem is in sensor.

NOTES:

1. Make sure controllers are programmed exactly as per Cooke Co. instruc-
tions.

2. Make sure sensor has been installed with conduit connection facing floor as per
instruction manual.
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